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THE 16TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON OIL AND GAS
INDUSTRY LAYTIME AND DEMURRAGE – CONFERENCE OVERVIEW
- TRANSPORTATION IN THE OIL AND GAS SUPPLY CHAIN
The oil gas and chemicals arena form the largest commodity market in the
world. Products that are bought, sold and traded create a requirement for their
transportation across the international marketplace. The principal method for
moving these products across the world is on tankers, which play a vital role within
the energy value chain. The total tanker fleet comprises approximately 14,500
ships, which transport approximately several billion tons of oil and gas each year.
They play a significant role in the transport of liquid commodities, allowing for
high-volume, low-cost shipping in bulk.
With any form of transportation and especially that performed under the voyage
charter, time is money. Planning a profitable voyage involves complex freight
analytics. It is necessary to consider the potential for delay from cargo operations,
congestion at the port, terminal and berth to assess laytime required and potential
demurrage costs. Planning a profitable voyage also requires having a plan in
place for changes of loading or discharging port, deviations, waiting for orders,
calls at interim ports for loading and back loading and a mechanism for charging
for such changes with the appropriate charterparty or contract clauses.
In commercial terms, demurrage is in effect daily freight originally designed
as compensation for losing freight, which occurs when laytime is exceeded.
Demurrage is also used as the basis for costing the freight charge for operational
changes that charterers make to a voyage – such as the cost of a deviation.
Freight and its counterpart demurrage therefore form the economic backbone of
transportation by tankers in the oil gas and chemicals sectors and terms as to
freight, laytime and demurrage dominate the voyage charter and the underlying
sale and purchase agreement because of their impact on profit or loss in the
supply chain.
Knowing what laytime and demurrage terms to use in a charterparty or sale
and purchase contract and how to apply them is essential. It is crucial to avoid
significant losses which arise from a change in plans, delays or the unexpected.
For the laytime and demurrage analyst, understanding how to apply these terms
and do the calculation correctly precisely and efficiently will create significant
savings and correct recoveries. Knowing when to change or adapt these terms as
circumstances and trading practices change is equally important.
As servants of the industry and the leading independent consultancy Asdem has
been providing conferences and training for the oil, gas and chemicals industry
for the past 40 years. Our conferences provide parties in the industry with the
means of staying up to date with the latest contracts, clauses and the commercial
and legal developments. The practical insights our conferences deliver help
companies gain experience and give them a competitive edge.

WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND
The fluctuations in the law of laytime and demurrage, as circumstances change,
legal decisions are made, and new laws created are frequent. The legal landscape
is constantly shifting. In today’s uncertain and turbulent markets, the vulnerability
of the trade and charter value chains to the impact of these changes has become
an issue of significance for many companies. The challenge is keeping on top of
them.
Knowing how to optimise freight as a cost and as income, knowing how to work
efficiently and effectively with parties on voyage operations and knowing the risks
from loss of time and the impact on freight and demurrage is a key element of
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profitability in the oil and gas supply chain. It is essential knowledge for traders,
contracts staff, operators, laytime and demurrage professionals and the in-house
claims teams and their advisors.
Asdem’s laytime and demurrage conferences keep you up to date with the latest
changes as and when they happen, understanding their impact, deciding where
you stand on various issues and how you will respond.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
If you are involved with the creation and drawing up of contracts, management
or handling operations, calculating and negotiating laytime and demurrage delay
and additional costs claims for items such as deviation interim ports, port costs
surcharges and insurance across voyage and trade chains, or advise upon them
and want to be kept up to date with the very latest developments in the law and
practice of laytime and demurrage in the transportation of oil and gas by sea you
should attend.

CONFERENCE PROGRAM
Laytime and demurrage analysis has seen several important arbitral and judicial
decisions. They represent a significant shift in understanding accompanied by notable
and, sometimes commercially questionable pronouncements from arbitrators and
judges making them. Drawing on their expertise and experience, our international
panel of speakers provides a practical approach to the latest developments. Their
papers have been designed to engage with the issues, analyse them, participate
and collaborate in a practical manner with conference participants. Detailed and
concise studies of recent case law are used to consider the latest developments and
explain a more dynamic and proactive approach to the negotiation of claims, often
taken in the international market, to help reduce the time and cost of commercially
harmful disputes.
You will hear from our speakers on the following issues.
THE LIMITS ON THE SHIP OWNER’S CLAIMS AGAINST A
CHARTERER WHEN ITS VESSEL IS DELAYED.
The English Court of Appeal decision in The Eternal Bliss (2022) is a landmark
decision. It states what the rate of demurrage covers. The Court of Appeal
apparently believes that a shipowner could foresee that a receiver that delays
in discharging its own cargo might hold a ship owner carrying their cargo
liable for millions of dollars. The ship owner is taken to negotiate the rate of
demurrage understanding the possibility of facing such claims. Absent other
factors - the shipowner can only claim demurrage for the waiting time from the
charterer whose duty it was to discharge it. It cannot recover the cargo claim.
Commercially, to Asdem it seems an astonishing decision. Legally the right
decision but based on wrong reasoning as Asdem noted when the decision
was made. We hear from the lawyers who argued the shipowners’ position
that demurrage was not designed for such cargo claims.
WHAT CHANGES, IF ANY, CAN PARTIES NEGOTIATING
CHARTERPARTY DEMURRAGE TERMS EXPECT TO SEE AS WE
COME OUT OF THE COVID PANDEMIC?
The basis of the court’s decision in The Eternal Bliss appears to ignore the
economic underpinning and the commercial intention of the laytime and
demurrage regime, how demurrage is calculated and what it is designed to
achieve. In an interactive session, we consider how parties negotiating oil and
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gas voyage charters can take account of this decision in their charter terms.
What owners can do and what charterers can expect.
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS IN THE SPOTLIGHT AGAIN!
A recent court decision seems to suggest that all supporting documents are
those documents which support the claim made but not ones that detract
from it. This pedantic literal approach means that unfavorable documents can
apparently remain hidden, opening the door to the more unscrupulous parties
in the industry, inflating claims. What does the duty to provide all supporting
documents actually mean? Do operators and analysts have to embark on
detective work searching through masses of e-mails for documents and data
points that a laytime and demurrage calculation software no matter how
sophisticated will not reveal?
TIME BARS - WHEN DO SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS HAVE TO
BE PRESENTED? DOES THE INDUSTRY’S CONVENTIONAL
UNDERSTANDING OF THE REQUIREMENT OF PRESENTATION
AFTER DISCHARGE STILL APPLY?
What is the purpose of the time bar clause? NORs have to be presented
during the operation, as do many other documents. Is it now true to say that
if a party receives documents during the operations stage, they have been
presented for a demurrage claim? Surely, if that is the case, then they do not
have to be presented again? We examine the existing body of case law in the
light of the latest decisions and suggest ways to navigate a way through the
confusion.
FREE PRATIQUE AND FORMALITIES
The pandemic has, of course, brought its own challenges - is Free Pratique
a formality any longer? Can a ship owner claim NOR was validly tendered
without it and claim waiting time in congested ports? The answer is it depends
– we discuss when and how and why and point the way that new clauses that
may start to appear.
TRADING AND DELAY CLAIMS - CAN A PARTY CLAIM DEMURRAGE
OR DOES A FORCE MAJEURE CLAUSE APPLY - CHAIN OF
CAUSATION - FORCE MAJEURE OR NOT?
Whilst the coronavirus pandemic ravaged normal life and left large sections
of the world’s population cowering in lockdown, international trade continued,
albeit under difficult circumstances. Countries adopted various precautions
to protect their populations, including port workers, while still allowing vital
commodities to be imported and exported. Some ports imposed a partial
lockdown of its ports and others imposed mandatory 14-day quarantine
periods on vessels. It is primarily such governmental actions–rather than the
COVID-19 disease itself–that have severely disrupted the performance of
commodity trading contracts, leading to large potential losses. The question
is–as it always is when contracts don’t go to plan–which of the parties bears
the loss of time? What caused the loss of time the event of the covid pandemic
or government action ? We examine how to apply the principles day to day.
THE CONCEPT OF ACCEPTANCE AND THE NOTICE OF READINESS.
The industry is familiar with The Happy Day case that was decided in 2002 in
which it was held that despite owners tendering an invalid NOR time began
when cargo operations began–a happy day for owners and a sad one for
charterers as was said by the P&I Club Gard when the decision was made.
However, this commercially understandable decision was arguably unsound
legally. The problematic issue with this decision is that it potentially introduced
a concept of acceptance, which has not yet received the benefit of a thorough
analysis to see what the boundaries are. The same type of principle was applied
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in a recent London Arbitration decision when the charterers were bound by the
terminals “acceptance” of an otherwise invalid NOR. We review this decision
and take a practical look at the law in this area.
WHEN DOES TIME START UNDER A SALE AND PURCHASE
CONTRACT–TENDER OF THE SHIPS NOR OR ANOTHER DATA
POINT?
The original domain of laytime and demurrage clauses is the voyage
charterparty–an aspect of modern trading has seen the development of the
sale and purchase contract regime–buyers and sellers of cargoes who charter
ships seeks to get indemnified for demurrage through the trade chain and avoid
loss or better still make a profit. It is common for these contracts to adopt the
laytime and demurrage terminology from the charterparty, but this can often
lead to confusion and dysfunction between the data points parties look to for
the start of time under charterparties and the sale and purchase contract. This
paper focuses on the start of time under sale and purchase contracts and offers
suggestions for avoiding confusion.
THE UNDERESTIMATED IMPORTANCE OF THE ESTIMATED TIME
OF ARRIVAL
A frequent issue is what duties rest on parties providing an ETA? You can often
look that up in a textbook. However, what the textbooks do not tell you is how the
trade chain relies on the ETA and narrows the sale and purchase arrival laycan
based on it and the logistical difficulties, therefore caused by an inaccurate one.
A common refrain from the charter chain when the ETA is inaccurate is ‘we did
not know or foresee what harm an inaccurate ETA would cause’ and therefore,
'we are not liable for the delays inaccuracy might cause!' Truth or fiction? In what
circumstances can a voyage charterer claim damages if the vessel misses the
sale and purchase contract laycan in such circumstances? Can the charterer
claim back demurrage?
THE ART OF LAYTIME AND DEMURRAGE NEGOTIATION WHAT IS THE BEST WAY FOR PARTIES TO DEAL WITH THEIR
DIFFERENCES?
Differences over the calculation of laytime and demurrage are common and
disputes, unfortunately, are frequent. What is the best way for people to deal
with their differences? For example, what is the best advice one could give
an owner and a charterer who are trying to close a file and who wants to
know how to reach a fair and mutually satisfactory agreement without ending
up in a bitter fight? Perhaps more difficult. What advice would you give only
one of them who wanted to do the same thing but faced a difficult and hostile
counterparty who seemed set on going to war, weaponising its position with
the threat of formal legal proceedings? This session considers the practical
methods available for negotiating an agreement amicably without giving in.
LAYTIME AND DEMURRAGE AND THE DIGITAL LANDSCAPE
The digital landscape and recent technological developments. Demurrage
calculation software, so-called document hubs, digital statements of facts. What
is the future of the ETA clause? Can charterers truly rely on AIS data to monitor
the progress of a voyage? What are the cost-effective alternatives? We take a
brief look at what the future of laytime and demurrage analysis might look like
and the players in this arena.
VIRTUAL MEDIATION/ARBITRATION WORKSHOP
Prior to the Covid-19 pandemic, despite the existence of technology, 100% of
mediations were held in person. Whilst some arbitrations were on documents
alone that is with no oral hearing, most arbitrations were held in person.
Besides the burden of legal costs and expenses, mediations and arbitration
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proceedings involved the parties, their lawyers and the tribunal traveling to the
selected location, incurring the costs of the flight aand the hotel on top of the
time costs involved. Since the onset of the pandemic two years ago, the world
made a quick pivot to remote work and began using long-ignored technology
like Zoom, Teams, Skype and WebEx, which improved their products to
host safe and efficient communications among lawyers advisers, clients,
and courts and arbitration tribunals. Almost all mediations and arbitrations
were conducted virtually. This raises interesting questions. Are the virtual
proceedings as effective as the live ones were? Will the ADR world return to in
person proceedings now the pandemic is over? Are there advantages to virtual
proceedings over live proceedings, such that there is no going back? How can
the laytime and demurrage industry benefit? We test drive these issues with a
live on-line arbitration the LMAA guidelines for the conduct of virtual and semi
virtual hearings.
*Please note that Asdem reserves the right to make changes to the conference program. This
will only be done if strictly necessary to do so.

HOW YOU CAN ATTEND
This will be a hybrid event. Papers will be presented live and on-line and you
can attend in person or online.
IN PERSON
For those attending in person, the conference will be held at The Chesterfield
Mayfair Hotel in London. Delegates will receive a pack with all the necessary
details to attend the event each day. After the event, delegates will receive all the
conference papers documentation in an electronic downloadable format, and also
be given access to recordings from the conference to go back and watch at their
convenience.
ATTENDING ONLINE
Those attending online can choose to watch the whole event or pick their preferred sessions. Delegates will then receive a joining pack with all the instructions
to join the event live through our online platform. Those attending on line will also
be given access to the recordings which they can watch at their own convenience
and download the papers of their chosen sessions.

CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
DAY 1 - 20/10/2022
Registration will begin at 08:45 followed by the Chairman's introduction at 09:30.
The first session of the day will begin at 09:40 with tea/coffee at 10:50. The morning session will then resume at 11:20 until we break for lunch at 12:30. The afternoon session will commence from 14:00 through 15:30 followed by a tea/coffee
break and the final session of the day from 16:00 to 17:00.
Cocktails and Dinner will be held on the evening at the Chesterfield Mayfair Hotel
from 19:30 onwards.
DAY 2 - 21/10/2022
The second day of the conference will begin at 09:00 and will follow the same
format as day one. The final day of the conference will conclude at 15:30.
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COST AND VENUE
ATTENDING IN PERSON
The fee for this 2-day conference, which will be held at Chesterfield Mayfair Hotel,
35 Charles Street, London, is US$1,000.00 USD*. (Parties who prefer to pay in
other currencies please contact us via e-mail by clicking here.)
*Under current Excise regulations only delegates from companies based in the UK are required
to pay VAT.

The fee includes, refreshments, lunches and a cocktail party followed by a conference dinner**. This fee does not, however, include accommodation.
**Please inform us if you have any special dietary requirements

If you require accommodation at the Chesterfield Mayfair Hotel, you may make
a reservation by calling +44 20 7491 2622. If you require assistance with hotel
booking please do not hesitate to contact us at info@asdem.com
ATTENDING THE COCKTAIL PARTY AND CONFERENCE DINNER
Tickets are available for attending the cocktail party and conference dinner only,
please contact us for more information by clicking here.
ATTENDING ONLINE
Pricing for online tickets varies depending on the number of sessions you wish to
attend, please contact us for more information by clicking here.

DISCOUNTS
Discounts available for two or more delegates from the same company and companies or delegates that have attended past courses or conferences. Contact us
for more information by clicking here.

PAYMENTS
Payment may be made by direct bank transfer. Once your completed registration
form has been received, you will be issued an official invoice with full instructions.
Please be aware that full payment must be received prior to the event. Once
payment has been confirmed, joining paperwork will be emailed to the party who
registered the delegates for your company.

REGISTRATION
To register for this event, simply complete and return the registration form to info@
asdem.com, to download a copy of the registration form, simply click the button
below
Registration Form

CANCELLATION
Cancellations will be subject to an administration fee of $200 plus VAT if applicable
and must be received in writing by 5th of October 2022. It is regretted that
cancellations after this date will not be accepted by the venue and your company
will be liable for the full fee. Delegate substitutions, however, may be made at any
time.
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DELEGATE SUBSTITUTIONS
Please confirm any delegate substitution by email as soon as you are aware that
a delegate substitution will be required. You may send us a delegate substitution
email by clicking here.

CONFERENCE ORGANISERS – ASDEM
Asdem is a leading independent consultancy providing specialised services to
the oil industry including all of the oil majors, major oil and chemical companies,
international traders, tanker owners, charterers, brokers and lawyers.
Our core area of expertise is in demurrage, detention, deviation, and other delay
claims. Asdem provides impartial and independent advice and assistance as an
advisor on claims recovery and for cost effective oil industry dispute resolution,
mediation and, only if necessary, arbitration. Our services are aimed at resolving
disputes efficiently and fairly. Our primary objective is to find fair and commercial
solutions aimed at negating costly and lengthy proceedings while preserving
relationships. Asdem offers an independent arbitration service that provides a
fast, reliable and cost-effective way to resolve disputes.
Asdem also runs very practical training seminars on topics such as laytime and
demurrage, oil operations, tanker chartering, loss control, refining, and more. We
also advise on the drafting of standard form tanker charterparties, oil industry sale
and purchase contract terms and conditions.
With an established and market-leading reputation in the oil industry, Asdem can
draw upon a team of experienced consultants to place in clients’ offices – often at
short notice – to complete special projects, clear backlogs of outstanding claims
and set up and train claims departments.
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